CAREFREE AND CARELESS pdf
1: Why Carefree and Careless Better to Be Former - Verdict
Carefree indicates freedom from anxiety or worry whereas careless indicates being negligent and irresponsible. Thus,
carefree has a positive connotation whereas careless has negative connotations. This is the key difference between
carefree and careless.

A Lesson About Perspective A few days ago, as I sat reading a book at local coffee shop, I overheard a single
sentence of a conversation that has stuck with me ever since. Against the far wall of the shop, two young
women sat at a table and talked to each other over loud the hustle and bustle of the other customers. As I came
to the end of a chapter, I decided to take a short break from my reading. I shifted my attention away from the
book, and my senses began to take in the environment around me. That sentence struck me as powerful, and I
began to really think about the differences between those two terms. Care-free means free of cares, living life
without issues and insecurities. Life is not perfect, there are always things that just happen. We all believe
there will always be problems that must learn to accept, and puzzles to solve. Someone who is careless
however, is someone who chooses to ignore their burdens. When you do something carelessly, that thing still
gets done, just not necessarily well. When you solve the problem carelessly, that problem still exists. But there
is a lesson to be learned here about how the things in our life impact us. Things like stress, anger, and grief are
a part of life. Being rid of all negative emotion or difficult situations is not something that can be achieved. It
is however, possible to change how much we let the conditions around us get to us. We all have the ability to
live inspirited, and to be the person we intended to be. We encourage you to join our community of
likeminded individuals, all going down a path towards an inspirited life together. When we work as one, we
can ensure that our cares never stop us from being free. By Lynne May 9th, Categories: Blog 0 Comments
Related Posts.
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2: 9 Words for the Wild and Carefree | Merriam-Webster
Carefree: Carefree means free of worries, anxieties and responsibilities. A carefree person does not worry too much
about his problems. But that doesn't mean carefree people ignore their problems, rather they take a different approach
to the probl.

When dreams were unreserved and hopes high. As much as we still want to dig that carefree, easy feeling, we
are older and wiser now. We really ought to cherish them forever. Carefree [kair-free] an adjective meaning
without anxiety or worry; requiring little care. Synonyms are lighthearted, joyous, elated, and cheerful. Its
antonym is careful. A loud smack of skin with a cracking sound underneath. A sharp out breath, a yelp of pain.
The fight was over. Bill stormed down the stairs. I shrieked at him. Nik had a towel on his face, blood
everywhere. And I knew, of course, that Ada and her friend had watched the whole thing. I could hear Ada
crying. Then I had this thought. This ugliness means something, this pointless ugliness in front of my child.
Were we shameless, was that it? That must not have been it, because I felt a hot, deep shame. In that moment
we had closed the distance between carefree and careless. Somehow, as we grew older, we lost our liberated,
irresistible claim on being carefree. It had snuck up on us and hardened into something else. Encompassed and
enthralled by it. And throughout we are confronted by what we may have once considered carefree and what
may have turned careless â€” our feelings, our actions, our motives. Not a coincidence that it is these three
artists singing about being careless. But there are many more songs that evoke that carefree feeling: One artist
strikes me as being the embodiment of carefree. He is the epitome of all things positive and upbeat. Although
his music may have the sound and the sheen of being carefree, his actions go deeper. They are anything but
carefree. He cares about his fellow man and the environment. He supports tree planting organizations. And
pursues recycling efforts. For his Summer US tour, Jason partnered with Reverb to leave each city he visits
better than it was before by lessening his environmental impact there. Planting trees and servicing them is to
be grounded. But this caring artist is everything but careless. Skip down the street. Play with a puppy. Ah, to
feel carefreeâ€¦.
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3: Carefree vs. Careless â€“ lollapalingo
I think it's similar to "removing problems" (carefree) vs. "disregarding problems" (careless). The first leads to fewer
troubles, the latter allows the problems to grow and go from bad to worse. Views Â· View 8 Upvoters.

Alex Pham I have a memory. I was a little girl and my mom was going to the grocery store. I asked her if my
friend and I could go to the park and play in the wading pool while she went to get groceries. She agreed and
dropped us off. We needed a bathing suit. My mom had already left so now what are we going to do? Off we
go, walking. We walked and walked. And we continued with our plan to swim. Is her little girl safe? What
thoughts were racing through her head? My perception of who I was as a child is a bit of a footloose kid. I
would go with the flow. Roll with the punches. To not be fazed was normal. My lens was full of adventure and
wonder. I created pretend stories. And since I can remember, life was good and I was blessed with a carefree
nature. I had lots of energy. A handful, sometimesâ€¦ Thinking on this memory, was I carefree or careless?
But from my perspective I was carefree. All will be well. With my carefree nature, I also have a careless
nature. They co-exist in my world. But I do want to be carefree with more thoughtfulness.
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4: carefree / careless | WordReference Forums
Careless or carefree? I want to clarify the difference between the confusing words careless and carefree. It's easy to mix
them up, but they have quite different meanings and connotations.

Share Carefree â€” and careless â€” youth Younger workers may be more likely to make mistakes â€” but also
more likely to learn from them Nov 24, By Jeffrey R. Smith Kids will be kids. Young people are often faced
with a lot of things going on in their life. They also often experiment, gaining life experience and knowledge.
Sometimes, you would think they should know better, but other times it could be chalked up to inexperience
or peer pressure. This is something to keep in mind for employers that employee a lot of young people. The
City of Toronto, like many municipalities, employees young people in seasonal positions in the summer.
Many of these seasonal positions have to do with city-owned pools and beaches, including lifeguards and
maintenance workers. Recent Columns by Jeffrey R. Near the end of the summer in , the employee attended a
party with several other seasonal employees in the city aquatics department. It was decided they would partake
in what was considered an annual tradition for pool employees â€” break into a city pool late at night and go
for a swim. The worker drove a few people to a city pool, while many others walked because they were
intoxicated. After failed attempts to use a key to get in, someone broke a glass door to gain entry â€”
unbeknownst to the worker. They all went swimming and dove off the diving platforms in the darkened pool.
The worker took three photos of himself and some friends and posted them on Instagram. The city found out
about the incident and launched an investigation. Another pool employee was approached and told her
discipline would be less if she co-operated, so she reported on what happened. The city also felt the posted
photos on Instagram were harmful to its reputation. In fact, he had gone along reluctantly. The arbitrator also
pointed out that termination by the city would preclude the young worker from ever being considered for a
city job again. That was too harsh for what it chalked up to poor judgment by an otherwise good worker with
eight years of service with the city. But should she be given a second chance? By their very nature, young
workers might even have the potential to learn more from discipline as opposed to dismissal. Smith is the
editor of Canadian Employment Law Today, a publication that looks at workplace law from a business
perspective.
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5: The Saturn Files: Careless Versus Carefree | Mystic Medusa
One careless remark made when the microphone was switched on lost him the election. If someone is carefree, they
have no worries or are even irresponsible. If something is carefree, it causes no worries or problems.

This comment form is under antispam protection newest oldest most voted moonluv You can flag a comment
by clicking its flag icon. Website admin will know that you reported it. Admins may or may not choose to
remove the comment or block the author. Dear Mystic, 5 hours ago I was reading this post. Ups and downs
after venus retrogradating on top of my ascendant piscis exact conjunction his descendant piscis and so.. MCs
conjunct ICs in our Synastry together. My Pluto in Capp trinning his coldish 10th cancerian moon. I have
accepted that I am on the other side of Saturn and while the carefree past will always be a part of me it just is
not what I am now and in some way Saturn was always my north star throughout the chaos. The mental image
of some guy choosing to embody late s style gives me the giggles. Mystic is a writer with great comedic
dexterity as much as a star-shit-giving, stellar piece of cosmic poo as are we all! I am offended by this sexist
Saggitarian with his nerf arrows of slobby twit-wittery. But into astrology since the time we had Saturn
Uranus and Neptune in our sign all at once. This guy must have missed the Uranus part â€” or maybe too
young when it happened.. Personally I think Saturn is way too concerned with crowns etc Ozymandius and his
legend comes to mind, not to mention Kronos knocking off his kids and judging others. Yes, of course you are
right. Your point about careless and carefree! Also Please say he was sporting soul patch facial hair.. Many of
my loudest professed values are no longer my values at all. The invisible Saturn Crown is genius!! Careless
not carefree â€” There is so much wisdom in that. Ooh yes, there is a BIG fuqing difference between careless
and carefree! Your time is clearly far better spent doing other things than drinking with anyone stuck in the
late 90s! One of my big Saturn revelations was that organised does not necessarily mean boring. A bunch of
friends I used to hang with always seemed so carefree and I was not. Years later quite a few of them are now
dead of avoidable causes. You handled the encounter perfectly, MM! Rude piece of work. But be reassured
that you did not waste your precious time by having a drink with him. You did good, Mysticâ€¦. Silence is the
best Meanwhile in my head i have demolished you with witty succint comebacks that have cut and shamed
you to the core!!! Only in my head for the 24 hours following the incident Ps. Disappointing how dismissive
he was of the wisdom of your work, but prophets have been dismissed for centuries, in many more violent
manners than a wave of a hand and a curse from the lips. Hmm, yes, I feel like the North Node in Virgo was
all about showing me how careless I have been with my life to date. I have always passed myself off as a flaky
fish with all the things in Pisces. Recently got my brilliant Reign reading from MM and with N.
6: Carefree | Definition of Carefree by Merriam-Webster
Carefree and Careless. Sure, the term "carefree" has more positive connotation, while "careless" is almost exclusively
negative, but the real differences are revealed when you take a moment to examine what those words mean more
literally.

7: What What is the difference between carefree and careless
Careless = sloppy, lacking in carefulness, not professional, incompetent Carefree = without anxiety, not troubled by
problems, relaxed.

8: Carefree â€“ and careless â€“ youth | Canadian HR Reporter
In that moment we had closed the distance between carefree and careless. Somehow, as we grew older, we lost our
liberated, irresistible claim on being carefree. I felt it then, even if Nik didn't.
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9: How to Be Carefree: 15 Steps (with Pictures) - wikiHow
The ticket only says careless driving, so that is all you will get charged with. If you are charged with reckless driving, you
can present the ticket as proof you were not giv en anything about.
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